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planet 

IPA: /ˈplanɪt/, ˈplanɪt, /ˈplænət/, ˈplænət; Type: noun;

ِگَرُهه

(obsolete, except historical or astrology) Each of the seven major bodies which

move relative to the fixed stars in the night sky—the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the

Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.

Any of various rocky or gaseous spherical bodies orbiting the Sun, specifically the

eight major bodies of Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and

Neptune. (The Galilean moons, four major asteroids, and the dwarf planet Pluto

were formerly included, in the 17th, 19th, and 20th centuries respectively.)

  more
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Planet 

Type: noun;

the envelope of gases surrounding the earth or another planet.
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Sindhi Dictionary with English input. Change input to Roman (/database
/SindhiRomanDictionary/), देवनागरी (/database/SindhiDevanagariDictionary/)

Word: Search

English Word

English Meaning: any of the celestial bodies (other than comets or satellites) that revolve around the sun in the solar

system

Dictionary Work Status (/database/DictionaryStatus)

Based on Luhana Sindhi Dictionary of Kirshan Kumar Luhana

Online Sindhi Dictionary / آنالئن سنڌي ڊ�شنري

This online Sindhi Dictionary program can be used to find meaning of words from English to Sindhi also from Sindhi to

English. You can type in english and choose the word tyat you are typing from suggested list or type full word and click on

Search to find the meaning. You can also toggle to Roman Sindhi input by clicking change input to 'Roman' on the top or click

Devnagari (देवनागरी) to give input in Sindhi Devanagari. Alternatively you can also choose the word that you wish to search

form Browse box by choosing the starting alphabet of word and select the right word from the list.

Planet

munjhyal मंुझयल سيارو(تارو)

(http://sabsindhi.com

/keyboard?text=(تارو)سيارو

Girah िगरह گره

(http://sabsindhi.com

/keyboard?text=گره)
Update this Dictionary (/database/login)
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About Sindhyat.com website (/database/aboutus)

Sindhyat.com website is one point online location where you can discover huge information about Sindhi Language, Music,

Movies, Books, Sindhi Dictionary, Sindhi Keyboard, Calendar Events, Sindhi Artists. Sindhyat.com website caters primarily to

Sindhi Diaspora spread across entire world looking for their roots and origin. Sindhyat.com website is an attempt to bring all

Sindhi friends together and meet at this virtual point and know each other. Once you register on Sindhyat.com you will have

access to huge Sindhi material for reference and download. You can share your Music likes or comment on almost any

section of the Sindhyat.com website.

Sindhi Music (/database/Music): You can search for Sindhi Music with song title or on Artist or Album name and instantly

start playing. If you like the song you can add that to your playlist and just press the play button to listen hundreds of the

songs you added to this playlist.  You can make exclusive song collection and also share your Sindhi Song playlist with

friends. They can also enjoy your Sindhi Song playlist from Sindhyat website. Many of the Sindhi Songs have Lyrics within.

To check the Lyrics of the song you'll have to play the Sindhi Song and click on lyrics tab.

Sindhi Books (/database/Books): Sindhyat.com website has more than 50 digital Sindhi Books in Arabic, Devanagari and

English that you can easily refer in e-paper format. You can also share the pages of any Sindhi book on social networking

website for discussion. Some of the books have audio notes and translations. There are few books to learn Sindhi Language

in the easiest possible way.

Sindhi Dictionary (/database/SindhiDictionary):With Sindhi Dictionary on Sindhyat.com website you can find meaning of

any English word to Sindhi or Sindhi word to English. You can choose the search script as English, Devanagari or Roman

Sindhi. For any word selected you will get the meaning in Sindhi arabic, devnagari, roman and also in English language.

About Sindhi Language

Sindhi Language comes from the family of Indo-Aryan Languages. Sindhi language is used by natives of Sindh Province.

Though Sindh is today state of Pakistan, but Sindhis are spread across the world and still use Sindhi to speak, read & write.

Sindhi is today official language of Pakistan and India. During indpendence and partition of India (1947) most of Hindu

Sindhis choose to live in India or other countries because of uninhabitable conditions in native land.

Sindhi Scripts Confusion

Sindhi was written in 4 different scripts during the British Rule.

Devanagari1. 

Gurumukhi / Landa2. 

Hatwanki / Khudabadi3. 

Perso-Arabic4. 

In Year 1853 British Government standardized the Sindhi script to Arabic as it was becoming difficult for them to keep track of

accounts and taxes. Since it is 3rd or 4th generation of Sindhis who are disconnected from the nativeland, usage of written

Sindhi has reduced. In recent years many have adopted Sindhi Roman script.
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There are more than 50,000 words updated by Sindhyat team for easy reference.

Sindhi Tipno (/tipno): This is a very essential tool or utility to know about important Sindhi days, tithis, festivals, birthdays

and varsi of Sindhi Saints and famous personalities. Sindhi Tipno or Sindhi Calendar is also available in Mobile app format to

download and carry that for offline referral when there is no internet.

Sindhian Magazine (/database/TheSindhianMagazineOffer): Sindhyat.com website offers Free "The Sindhian" Magazine

to  our  online members.  This  Sindhian Magazine and publication is  vision and production of  Mr.  Raj  Lalchandani.  The

Sindhian Magazine is  glossy coffee table magazine covering Sindhis  scattered over the world.  The Sindhian Magazine

covers Sindhi Achievers from different fields. All you need to do is register at Sindhyat.com website and keep your address

and phone number updated for winning The Sindhian Magazine. To increase your chances of winning you can keep your

mobile number verified with OTP.
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